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MVP Systems Software Brings Reliable Automation to  

Matter Management and Legal Billing Leader, TyMetrix 

 
TyMetrix leverages JAMS Job Scheduler from MVP Systems Software to bring real-time legal 
billing and matter management analytics to its customers. 
 
5 September 2012 – MVP Systems Software, Inc., a leading provider of enterprise job scheduling and 
workload automation software, announced today that TyMetrix has selected JAMS Job Scheduler to 
automate and monitor IT processes that underpin its matter management and legal billing solutions. 
Connecticut-based TyMetrix serves more than 50,000 legal professionals globally and supports them 
24x7. 

 
After reviewing several alternatives, TyMetrix chose JAMS Job Scheduler for its tight integration with the 
Microsoft platform, including .NET and SQL Server. JAMS provided access to the entirety of its job 
automation database, an important feature that allowed the company’s developers and DBAs to align job 
scheduling and workload automation processes with its in-house development and reporting. JAMS also 
delivered robust filtering capabilities necessary for viewing the details and the status of each job, even at 
times when thousands of jobs are running concurrently. 
 
Working with MVP Systems Software and JAMS Job Scheduler, TyMetrix can quickly and accurately 
identify and address issues related to overnight batch jobs. DBA Manager Chris Benvenuto states, “We 
are saving time on troubleshooting - figuring out quickly what failed. Our IT team can provide a very quick 
response. In most cases, issues are resolved before people even wake up.” Through predictive analytics 
tools available in JAMS, TyMetrix is also providing business users with accurate estimates of how long 
new jobs will take to execute.  
 
“Powerful automation and job scheduling should be available in the context of any business’s core IT 
functions. Years ago, we rebuilt JAMS Job Scheduler in .NET so that customers could take full advantage 
of our features regardless of the platform or application they needed to automate,” says VP of Marketing 
David Kluskiewicz. “The flexibility we built into JAMS empowers users with the ability to integrate 
automation right inside their mission-critical applications.”  
 
To learn more about TyMetrix’s experience with JAMS, read the full case study: 
http://www.jamsscheduler.com/CaseStudyTyMetrix.aspx. 
 
About JAMS 
JAMS is the only job scheduling system built on a .NET framework and is the first enterprise job 
scheduling system that can be leveraged by both IT Operations Personnel and Application Developers. 
With its roots in Windows, JAMS also supports running processes across a variety of operating systems 
(UNIX, Linux, System i, OpenVMS, etc.) and applications (PeopleSoft, SAP, SQL, Oracle, Symitar, 
Ecometry, etc.) To learn more about JAMS, please visit www.JAMSScheduler.com or call 800-261-JAMS. 
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For more than 20 years, MVP Systems Software, Inc. has provided leading-edge batch job scheduling 
and workload automation solutions to its more than 800 customers. Customers include household names 
like JPMorgan Chase, UCLA, Boeing, FINRA, Manulife Financial, Kaiser Permanente, The Hartford, and 
the US Postal Service. MVP’s solutions are delivered in traditional software as well as SaaS models. You 
can learn more about MVP Systems Software at www.mvpsi.com.  
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